
 

 

505 GAMES AND KUNOS SIMULAZIONI ANNOUNCE THE RELEASE OF ASSETTO CORSA ULTIMATE 

EDITION 

 

The most complete edition for the most authentic racing simulator on the market will release in retail 

and digital stores on April the 20th  

And don’t forget to check out the Assetto Corsa official website today… Another big piece of news is 

coming! 

 

Milton Keynes, 14/02/2018 - Kunos Simulazioni and 505 Games are proud to announce the 
Assetto Corsa Ultimate Edition; the most complete package ever conceived for the critically 
acclaimed and ground breaking racing simulator.  
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One users will benefit the combination of pure driving realism and pin-
point accuracy together with every car and track to ever be released for the game, featuring, 
besides the latest and updated version of Assetto Corsa, the Prestige pack, the three Porsche 
Packs, the Red, the  ReadyToRace and the Japanese Packs, plus the Ferrari 70th Anniversary 
DLCs. 
178 tailored to perfection cars are available to choose from, including special editions, 
reproduced in collaboration with the most prestigious automotive manufacturers, each one 
authentic and unique in both characteristics and handling - designed upon manufacturer's real-
life track data and telemetry. Including cars from Ferrari, Porsche, BMW, Audi, Lamborghini, 
McLaren, Praga, Corvette, Maserati, Lotus and more. 
Using laser scanning technology to deliver the highest level of accuracy possible, Assetto Corsa 

Ultimate Edition boasts 33 track configurations from sixteen circuits (including the legendary 
Spa Francorchamps, Nürburgring-Nordschleife, Laguna Seca and many others), alongside an 
advanced physics engine built using practical knowledge acquired from the elite of motorsport, 
including features and aspects of real cars never seen on any other racing simulator, such as tyre 
flat spots, heat cycles, including graining and blistering. 
Players will enjoy a full suite of race modes in Single player or be able to compete with friends in 
online multiplayer challenges, even customizing the driving experience by adjusting the handling 
and race set-up of each and every car in the game, to match their personal racing style. 
Assetto Corsa Ultimate Edition will be available in retail and digital stores from April, the 20th at 
£29.99 
Check out now the Assetto Corsa website for updates: something big is going to happen! 
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DIGITAL BROS GROUP  

Listed on the Star segment of Borsa Italiana, Digital Bros Group is a global company that has been 
operating since 1989 as a developer, publisher and distributor of videogames through its brand 505 
Games. The Group distributes its contents on both retail and digital channels. Digital Bros Group is active 
around the world through its own direct operations in Italy, the United States, the UK, France, Spain, 
Germany and China, with approximately 250 employees. For more information on Digital Bros Group and 
its products please visit www.digitalbros.com  

 

About 505 Games 

505 Games is a global video game publisher focused on offering a broad selection of titles for players of 
all ages and levels. The company publishes and distributes premium and free-to-play games on leading 
console, PC and handheld platforms as well as for mobile devices and social networks.Publishing highlights 
in premium games include Last Day of June, PAYDAY 2, Terraria, Portal Knights, Assetto Corsa, ABZÛ, 
Virginia, Brothers – A Tale of Two Sons and How to Survive. Free-to-play publishing highlights include 
Battle Islands, Gems of War and Hawken. Distribution highlights include Stardew Valley, Dead by Daylight 
and Inside/Limbo. Upcoming titles include Overkill’s The Walking Dead, Indivisible (from the development 
team behind Skullgirls), Underworld Ascendant (successor to the popular Ultima Underworld series), and 
Koji Igarashi’s next project, Bloodstained: Ritual of the Night.505 Games has offices in California, United 
Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and China. It works with a network of distribution and sub-
licensing partners in all other markets. For more information on 505 Games and its products please visit 
www.505games.com 

 


